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F.H. Froes  

U.S. Airforce  

ADVANCES IN TITANIUM TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

 

Thank you for the kind introduction. My name is Sam  Froes and I    

am from the AFWAL materials laboratory in Dayton, O hio. Today      

I'm going to try to give you an overview of some of  the most  

recent developments which have occurred particularl y in the 

aerospace industry in Titanium technology.  

I would like to talk about some of the advantages a nd   

disadvantages of Titanium, although I'm pleased to hear that    

cost is no longer a consideration, so I'll be able to eliminate 

almost half of my presentation. Areas which I'm goi ng to cover, 

some of them in some detail, some in less detail, a re reported    

in fig. 1.  I might say for those of you in the audience who     

have not seen it that there is a publication put ou t by the 

Titanium Development Association, which perhaps, yo u can see    

here, which is called "Titanium Technology" which I  edited with    

two other people. I believe there is a copy of this  book in the 

hallway before you come into the auditorium. I thin k it's a      

good book, but of course I'm biased since I'm the e ditor and      

also the author of a number of articles in that boo k. If you     

want a copy, it can be ordered from the Titanium De velopment 

Association in Dayton Ohio (*).  

 

Titanium does look very attractive in comparison wi th Steel. It 

also looks attractive compared with Aluminum and Ma gnesium when     

we look at the melting points, as Titanium melts at  a much     

higher temperature (fig. 2). So Titanium has the ad vantage   

compared with Steel of low density, and compared wi th Magnesium    

and Aluminum of a high melting point, therefore a h igher 

temperature at which it can be used. Also the crust al                

_________ 

(*) "Titanium Technology" edited by F. Froes and D. Eyl on – TDA 
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abundance, that is the amount of Titanium which occurs in the 

surface of the earth, is quite high, which is one of the        

factors relating to the cost, but of course not the  only one,    

since Titanium and Oxygen are very attracted to eac h other and     

it is difficult generally to get Titanium from its ore.  

 

If we look at the effect of density on the total we ight of a 

structure (fig. 3), a very important factor in the aerospace 

industry, then density directly gives you a reducti on in weight    

as compared with strength and modulus which do not give this    

direct reduction in weight, so density is very important.  

 

If we look at where Titanium is compared with some other    

materials (fig.4), both metallic materials and non- metallic, we   

can see that currently alloys like Aluminum are onl y useful up    

to perhaps 300 degrees Farenheit (300F) (like the 2 219 alloy     

used on the leading edge of the Concorde wings), bu t there are 

developments there, rapid solidification in particular, which     

now allows to take Aluminum alloys to temperatures perhaps as    

high as 650 degrees Farenheit, lower density Alumin um alloys     

like the Aluminum - Lithium alloys which can be eit her Ingot 

Metallurgy alloys or again rapidly solidified alloy s. There are 

also advances in the non-metals, both in the Thermo set resins     

and the Thermoplastic resins.  

 

In advanced systems, in the United States and in ot her     

countries, like advanced fighters, (the ATF advance d tactical 

fighter) there will be a considerable percentage of these         

non-metals in use.  

However Titanium is also showing advances which I will talk    

about today, both monolithic Titanium and Titanium Composites    

where we can now see the potential with using these  materials 

beyond the conventional thousand degrees Farenheit,  perhaps as    

high as thirteen degrees Farenheit and even higher.  Even in 

composite airplanes we will see a lot of Titanium i n a relative 

sense, because Titanium is very compatible with the composites:  
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it has a good coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE ), it also    

can transmit loads very well from the composites to  other   

locations in the system, and the other advantage of  Titanium, 

compared with Aluminum, is that there is no Galvani c corrosion 

problem between the composites and Titanium (fig. 4 bis). So      

even in an all-composites, a socalled all-composite  airplane, we 

will still see perhaps as much as 20% Titanium, tha t will be     

more Titanium than for example in the F 16 where th ere is only       

2 or 3%.  

 

Looking beyond the airplanes, the United States Air force and    

other countries throughout the world, including the  Soviet    

Union, are looking to moving to space as quickly as  possible.     

Here we are talking about such systems which are ad vanced      

beyond the Shuttle; systems which are able to fly i nto orbit, 

perform a mission, come back to earth, and then ret urn on     

demand, that is immediately, into orbit. This would  be a system 

like the National Aerospace Plane (NASP). An artist  rendition     

of what that airplane might look like is shown in f ig. 5 a and     

b. When my son saw this, he said: "That looks like a real fake     

to me, that looks like somebody made it out of a pi ece of paper    

and just stuck it up towards some kind of backgroun d". So he    

didn't like that one... he did like this one. This is what that 

system will really look like. It will be white hear t on the     

nose and will be red heart along the rest of the su rface as 

indicated in the picture. This is an artist renditi on, of    

course, but those colours do correspond to the real       

temperatures on that vehicle. So the challenge is v ery great.     

We need a low density material and we also, at the same time,    

need something capable of high temperatures. So Tit anium is 

obviously one of the preferred choices for this sys tem.  

 

I am allowed to do a small amount of advertising in  this 

presentation, beyond talking about my book of cours e. Federal 

Express who always guaranteed to deliver parcels on  time asked     

me to show their version of the NASP (fig. 6). Here  it is and    
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they guaranteed that they would deliver a package f rom Torino     

to Tokyo now in twelve hours and it will only cost you $2000      

per kilo to have your parcel delivered... if you ar e lucky.  

 

I am unable to talk about many more details of the National 

Aerospace Plane because there is a lot of secrecy a ttached to      

it and obviously it is a vehicle which not only can  be a  

commercial vehicle, a socalled Orient Express, but also can of 

course perform a military mission. I was very surpr ised again     

to see one of my son’s publications called "Popular  Science"    

(fig. 7) which in the May edition of the last year contained     

many more details on the National Aerospace Plane t han I am   

allowed to talk about. So I will have to complete m y     

presentation on the National Aerospace Plane at thi s point but     

I would suggest that if you want many more details,  as I said,    

than I am allowed to talk about, look in one of the  magazines: 

"Popular Science".  

 

In addition to the use of Titanium in airframes, th ere is also      

a lot of Titanium in an engine. Fig. 8 shows the ad vanced F 100 

engine: it shows not the weight of Titanium which a ctually      

flies in the engine, but the amount of Titanium whi ch is going   

into the engine as import weight. If we could repla ce the      

Nickel base materials with Titanium we could reduce  the weight, 

and, as in the airframe, even more so than in the a irframe,    

weight is very important in the engine.  

For every pound in weight that you can save in the engine over    

the lifetime of the airplane it is worth about a th ousand    

dollars. For every pound in weight saved in the eng ine, because    

of balancing effects, that is location of the centr e of gravity    

of the aeroplane, you can save another five pounds in the   

airframe. So for one pound in weight saving in the engine,     

there is a total of six pounds weight saving, times  perhaps a 

thousand vehicles in a fleet, and times however man y pounds you   

can save. Very big numbers if you can replace Nicke l with  

Titanium.  
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As I said, I am glad to hear that we no longer have  a problem    

with the cost of Titanium because increased use of Titanium     

does provide many advantages and you can see some o f those 

advantages shown here, and I no longer have to turn  this over    

and show that the cost reduces the amount of Titani um that is   

used.  

 
Fig. 9 reports data three years old, but they still  demonstrate   

the fact that as we go from the pure Titanium-Oxide  from       

rutile, particularly to melt products, because of t he cost of 

Titanium production, the cost of Titanium forging, fabrication    

and the high cost of Titanium machining we get to a  component 

having very high cost. So there is always the desir e, by the   

people who are in charge of the cost of an aeroplan e, to try to 

reduce the amount of Titanium whereas the people wh o design the 

aeroplane like to have as much Titanium as possible . Picture 10 

shows the comparison between the amounts of Titaniu m used in    

early designs of three systems: a bomber, a fighter  and a cargo 

aircraft in comparison with the final concepts. Whe re the per-

formance of the vehicle is very important, it was i mpossible to 

reduce by any great amount, the amount of Titanium in the   

aircraft. In the less demanding application, that i s in the     

cargo aircraft, then the amount was reduced by a fa ctor of     

almost ten.  

 
But still, the amount of Titanium being used, both in military 

applications, increases, although there are some qu estions now     

in the United States, for example what will happen beyond the     

end of the B 1 program, but as I said for the advan ced tactical 

fighter it is likely that there will be perhaps as much as 20% 

Titanium.  

The price of Titanium is coming down and fig. 11 sh ows the     

price per pound of Titanium over the last few years .  

 
Moving on now to some of the technological areas, a s I said,    

some of them I will discuss in detail, others I wil l just touch 

upon briefly.  
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The company who is organizing the meeting today is one of the 

leaders in terms of innovative processes for produc ing     

Titanium. Other details on that can be found in the  book that I 

mentioned earlier. One process which we, at the Uni ted States 

Airforce, have been interested in, is the Albany-Ti tanium    

process (fig. 12).  

 

It is a process in which fluorination is followed b y a     

reduction in a Zinc-bath, by Aluminum, and finally a    

distillation step to produce a Titanium powder, or sponge, or   

even an alloy powder which does not contain the rem nant Sodium    

or Magnesium salts that the Kroll or Hunter process  do. It is   

still an experimental process, and only small amoun ts of    

material have been produced at this point.  

 

Melting of Titanium is an area where a lot of work has been      

done in the last few years particularly because of the concern   

with defects, in particular the socalled Type-1 def ect which is   

an alpha-stabilized defect (particularly stabilizat ion with the 

elements Oxygen and Nitrogen) (fig. 13). Because of  this, there   

has been a lot of attention paid to other technique s beyond the 

consumable electro-techniques including those shown  in fig. 14 

particularly Electron-beam and plasma-techniques al though it is 

recognized that with either one of those techniques  the melting    

of Titanium will be more expensive than with the Va cuum Arc 

Remelting technique.  

There have been other techniques investigated such as    

Inductoslag sligh techniques developed at the Burea u of Mines     

in Albany, Oregon, and more recently commercialized  by the    

Duriron Company in Dayton, Ohio. This technique pro bably being   

more applicable to small castings rather than the p roduction       

of Ingots.  

 

I will not cover welding or corrosion today but as I said those   

are also covered in the book that I mentioned earli er and       

which is available from the Titanium Development As sociation.  
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I would like to mention, however, the Beta-Titanium  alloys,      

that is alloys which are sufficiently alloyed with certain 

additions to stabilize a body-centered cubic face r ather than     

the hexagonal closed pact face.  

At room temperature one major advantage of the body -centered    

cubic face is that because it is a cubic system the re are many    

more slip systems which can be activated and theref ore a lot     

more ductility in the material than in the conventi onal     

hexagonal closed pact material (Fig. 15).  

Some of the alloys which have been developed over t he last few 

years are shown in fig. 16 starting with the Beta 1  alloy, or     

13-11-3, which was used extensively on the very hig h-flying and 

fast surveillance airplane, the SR 71.  

There have been other alloys developed in this clas s however in 

more recent years which are much easier to work wit h than the      

13-11-3 alloy; particularly the two alloys shown at the bottom,    

that is the 10-2-3 alloy, which is a forgeable allo y, or used 

mainly in forging applications, and the 15-3 alloy which seems to 

be more applicable to sheet applications, although this also    

would be relatively easy to forge.  

 

I will go back to the high strength Beta-alloys a l ittle later  

when I talk about rapid solidification, but now on the         

higher temperature alloys where the major use to da te has been    

in the gas turbine engine (fig. 17). 

 

What we are now trying to do is to develop alloys w hich take a  

jump foreward in terms of the types of alloying con dition, 

particularly techniques such as rapid solidificatio n where we    

can get dispersion strenghtened alloys, similar to some of the 

dispersion strenghtened Nickel-based material, and dispersion 

strenghtened Aluminum materials which I referred to  earlier.  

 

Also developments are coming in terms of being able  to use some 

materials which in the past were considered too bri ttle to use, 

particularly things like the Titanium-Aluminides, p erhaps       
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again in conjunction with rapid solidification and dispersion 

strenghtening.  

Some of the advances which have come in the high te mperature     

use are shown in fig. 18, where the advanced Rolls Royce     

engine, the energy efficent engine RB 211/535 is re ported the   

areas shaded show the areas in which the advanced a lloy IMI 829    

is used. It is in the second, third and four stages  for the    

blades and four, five and six for the discs. This e ngine is     

being used, I believe, on some of the 757s.  

We're also seeing advances in casting and fig. 19 s hows some of   

the very complex shapes produced, used in the casti ng    

techniques, these, as you can tell from the top par t of the 

viewgraph are components which were made by the Pre cision   

Castparts Co. in Portland, Oregon. Not only can aer ospace parts    

be produced, but also parts such as the prosthesis shown in      

fig. 20. The advantage of Titanium, just as in the aerospace 

industry, is the light weight and the corrosion res istance. If    

you can use Titanium in this part rather than the c onventional 

steel, the reduced amount of weight in the knee is sufficient      

to avoid the operation which is required on your an kle because     

of the increased weight of Steel, about five years after      

putting the material into the knee;  so a big advantage, an 

advantage in terms of being able to do the operatio n to younger 

people is reached.  

Not only are we in the free world, in the Western w orld, very 

interested in Titanium castings, but also of course  in the     

Soviet Union there is a very advanced Titanium tech nology. They   

for example have a statue of Jurij Gagarin which is  in Moscow     

and that statue is made out of a cast Titanium (fig . 21).  

 

We've done a lot of work in trying to improve the m echanical 

properties of castings in addition to the shape-mak ing   

capabilities which I showed you a little bit earlie r. Fig. 22 

shows, in summary form, some of the average fatigue  curves for      

6-4 alloy cast material both compared with base lin e material     

and various heat treatments, some of which use hydr ogen as a 
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tempering alloying element, the socalled thermochem ical   

processing.  

I would now like to turn to Powder Metallurgy and h ere I would  

like to briefly discuss, but only briefly, the blen ded     

elemental approach which is a little more conventio nal, spend a 

little more time on prealloyd and then some time on  the rapid 

solidification approach.  

Blended elemental (fig. 23) is an approach in which  normally,       

as I mentioned earlier, we have chlorides present a nd these 

chlorides generally have led to a degradation in th e mechanical 

properties, particularly initiation related propert ies such as 

fatigue. The problem there is that, as you can see from the     

photo micrographs in fig. 24, particularly on the l eft, the     

salt which is present also has voids associated wit h it which    

gives it a degregationing fatigue. However, again, using    

innovative treatments, and this is work again from my      

laboratory, we've been able to improve the mechanic al      

properties.  

Next picture (25) shows the effect of baseline mate rial and    

beyond that the BUS (Broken Up Structure) treatment  which is a 

long-time Alpha-Beta heat treatment in which the co ntinous    

layers of Alpha Beta are broken up, so to a broken- up       

structure, a Bus structure and also the use of Hydr ogen as a 

temporary alloying element, that is the HDH process  (Hydride      

de-hydride process) again refining the microstructu re and      

giving an improvement in the mechanical properties.   

The current status of blended elemental approach is  that many   

parts have been made for non-critical, non-fatigue related      

parts: for advanced to occur in this technique, par ticularly      

for using critical parts, we must make use of salt- free sponge, 

unless it is possible using techniques such as Hydr ide            

de-Hydride; the levels of salt which are required a re less than     

a houndred parts per million.  

In the field of pre-alloying, we have the alloying elements     

present in the material already; the powder is prod uced by a   

number of techniques, as atomization, which can inc lude the     
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PREP-process (Plasma Rotating Electrode Process). H ere the 

mechanical properties are very close, or even excee d those of 

conventional material, fatigue crack growth rate, w hich is      

shown in fig. 26, where the fatigue crack growth ra te is the     

same as Ingot material with the same type of micros tructure.  

We do have concerns always with powder and that is,  if there      

are contaminants present, then the mechanical prope rties,     

particularly initiation related properties, will be  degraded.      

If we however eliminate all of those contaminant pa rticles,      

then the Powder metallurgy material has properties which are as 

good as, or perhaps slightly better, than the conve ntion     

material. By modifying the microstructure, as I've already 

described for cast material and blended elemental m aterial, we    

can again improve the mechanical properties. Moreov er it is 

possible to make very complicated shapes using the Ceramic mold 

process developed by Crucible Steel.  

It is always a big question what will happen when y ou produce a 

part using a new technique like the powder techniqu e: will it     

be accepted? It is interesting that for example, fo r a certain 

helicopter part produced by MBB in Munich, that whe n they were   

able to produce the powder part with the cost reduc tion of 40%, 

they went to the forging company and said: "we no l onger want    

your forged part" and the forging company said: "Th at is     

amazing! Yesterday we had a major breakthrough and we're now     

able to produce that part with a cost reduction of 50%". So     

they did not achieve their objective of using the p owder part, but 

they did get a big cost reduction.  

Rapid solidification; here we are cooling the mater ial very   

quickly from the liquid state to the solid state an d you could 

define this in terms of a cooling rate; but more im portantly I 

think it is to realize that, by using this techniqu e, you are    

able to do things with the microstructure and the p hases which    

are present, which are not possible by conventional  techniques 

(fig. 27). I do not have time to go over all of the  various 

attributes of rapid solidification, but as I said s ome of them   

have the capability close to net shapes and also im provements     

in the microstructure.  
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We have used the Titanium-6 Aluminum-4 Vanadium all oy for many 

years and stretched its capabilities to a maximum. In the      

United States it is called the "work horse alloy" ( fig. 28) and 

that is the reason for showing the horse along with  the name of   

the alloy.  

What we are trying to do in Titanium, with rapid so lidifi-    

cation, is improve the properties by these kinds of  levels.     

Fig. 29 shows some of the advantages we're looking for, using   

rapid solidification. We would like to be able to i mprove the 

temperature capability of Titanium by as much as 30 0 degrees 

Farenheit. This would be in conventional, terminal type of   

Titanium alloys, alloys beyond the alloy 829 and 83 4 where we 

disperse and strenghten the alloys using additions such as rare 

earth oxides, rare earth sulphides or also the meta lloyds       

Carbon and Boron and Silicon perhaps.  

 

I've talked about the strenght of Titanium alloys; using the   

rapid solidification approach, we're able to produc e some     

alloys which are not possible using conventional me lting 

techniques, because of the very high amount of segr egation      

which occurs with the conventional processing. It w ould also be 

nice to reduce the density of Titanium alloys as I demonstrated 

very early on today, density like no other mechanic al property 

reduces the weight of a component. We get a direct reduction in   

the weight when we reduce the density and if we kee p everything 

else the same. So density is a very big attraction.  I've shown     

in fig. 30 a density reduction of 40% which would t ake Titanium 

down to the density of Aluminum. That would be a ve ry      

attractive Titanium alloy. I see one or two people in the    

audience shaking their heads thinking that that is impossible.      

I will show you at least, the alloy which is capabl e of 

demonstrating those characteristics. The making of that alloys      

is however a challenge.  

There have been some advances in the production of Titanium    

powder and next picture (31) shows a process which has been 

developed under United States Airforce's funding, a t the    
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Crucible Steel Company in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania i n which they   

are gas atomizing Titanium. This is a challenge, be cause    

Titanium, as I think most people in the audience to day know, is     

a very reactive material in the liquid state. Howev er, using 

material such as Tantalum and Tungsten, they are ab le to     

produce, at least at this point, experimental amoun ts of gas 

atomized material, perhaps a kilogram or two kilogr ams. They     

are hoping to scale that up very soon to amounts ab out ten      

times higher than that. Gas atomization is a much l ess      

expensive process than for example the PREP process  (the Plasma 

Rotating Electrode Process) in which a precision gr ound     

electrode must be produced and then using that elec trode,     

powder is produced. The number that we heared from Peter     

Roberts of Nuclear Metals at the Aerospace Conferen ce which was 

held in Luzern, Switzerland earlier this week, was that even 

starting from the precision ground bar, the cost of  the powder 

would be another fifteen dollars per pound beyond t he import 

weight.  

 

Using the rapid solidification technique, we are ab le, as I     

have already mentioned, to get rare earth dispersoi ds into the 

Titanium alloys and fig. 32 shows thin foil electro micrographs     

of two such types of dispersoids. One, an Erbia, th at is Erbium 

Oxide dispertion, second, Cerium/Sulphide and as yo u can see     

the particles are stalled very small even after a r elatively     

high temperature exposure: 1600 degrees Farenheit f or about two    

to four hours.  

What we are able to do with these alloys is to get improved    

creep-resistence, and next picture (33) shows the c reep-perfor-

mance at 1200 degrees Farenheit under a stress of 2 0 KSI; it is 

plotted as percentage creep against time in compari son with the 

beta treated 6242 S alloy, which is the highest tem perature 

Titanium alloy used in the United States. You can s ee that the 

amount of creep which occurs in any certain amount of time is    

less in these dispertion strenghtened alloys than i t is in the 

conventional alloy. So it offers the potential for using    
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Titanium to higher temperatures in applications suc h as a jet 

engine. If we can develope a 1300 Farenheit Titaniu m alloy     

using these dispertion strenghtening techniques, th en it is 

possible in advanced engines such as the AFE, (Adva nced Fighter 

Engine) which would be the propulsion system for th e ATF    

(Advanced Tactible Fighter) to reduce the weight co nsiderably     

by perhaps as much as three houndred pounds.  

 

I talked about the Inter-metallics. Picture 34 show s the phase 

diagram for Titanium with increased amounts of Alum inum showing   

the two intermetallics that are of most interest to  us. The        

Ti 3Al or Alpha 2 ( α2 and the TiAl (.. ) or Gamma intermetallic .   

The Ti 3Al or Alpha 2 behaves like a metal, we can do alloy ing,    

we can add things like Niobium to that to produce g reater 

ductility. A much more of a challenge, however, is the Gamma    

alloy which doesn't seem to know whether it is a me tal or    

perhaps behaves more like a ceramic material. So th ere the 

challenge is much greater. But we have been able to  make     

advances again using things like rapid solidificati on; fig 35   

shows melt spun (which is a ribbon of molten metal which is 

solidified on a wheel). Ti 3Al with 0.6 atomic percent Erbium, 

allowing a fine dispersion of second phase particle s,     

dispersion which will give us improved creep perfor mance even   

after a very high temperature hipping operation, th at is 850°C.  

 

Turning now to high strenght alloys there have been  advances in   

the use of high strenght alloys, particularly on th e systems    

like the 757 shown in picture 36. There were plans to try to     

get the 1023 alloy into the landing gear beam, (fig . 37)     

however at that time, it was the time about around 1980/81      

where there was a great shortage of Titanium, so un fortunately   

that alloy was not used in that application. But th e landing     

gear is a very attractive application for high stre nght      

Titanium alloys. Fig. 38 shows the percentage of th e total    

weight which is occupied by the landing gear in var ious     

advanced systems in the United States. You can see that the   
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average percentage of the total weight of the landi ng gear   

compared with the total weight of the aircraft is a bout 14%. If    

we can replace Steel with the much less dense Titan ium then we   

will save a lot of material, a lot of weight in the  aircraft.  

 

One of the alloys we have been looking at experimen tally, is an 

alloy containing five weight percent Iron. As a lot  of you      

know, Iron is a very difficult material to add to T itanium at    

these kinds of levels because it segregates; using the powder 

approach we're able to avoid this segregation.  

 

Metal matrix composites, an area of great payoff, b ut an area   

which has been a challenge over the years. I do not  have time      

to go into this in any great amount of detail but j ust to    

mention that both with the conventional Titanium al loys and     

with the intermetallic alloys, use of things like S ilicon     

Carbide in titanium can improve the modulus and per haps, by      

very judicious use, can also improve the lifetime o f these 

materials in terms of providing a region which will  cause      

cracks to divert rather than to propagate through t he material.  

 

Other advances which I will talk about just in one figure, is 

superplastic forming and diffusion bonding, a techn ique 

particularly applicable of course to sheet metal pa rts. Fig. 39 

shows a B1B bomber, the version which is actually b eing built;    

the present door and a redesigned door using the su perplastic 

forming and diffusion bonding techniques. The cost savings and    

the weight savings have been quite significant.  

 

Isothermal forging, a technique which allows us to get close to   

net shape and to use Titanium so that we're able to  do some of    

the things that I mentioned right at the beginning of the pre-

sentation, that is reduce the amount of Titanium wh ich is used     

and also reduce the amount of machining which is re quired. In   

using that technique, it is possible to reduce the costs of 

components as shown in fig. 40 and 41, for a typica l part       
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using, as I said, the conventional and isothermal f orging 

techniques.  

I would like to finish by saying that I hope that I  have been    

able to present to you today some of the areas wher e Titanium 

technology is advancing. The Aluminum alloys and or ganic   

composites are not sitting still; there are many ad vances.   

Aluminum alloys which are usable, as I said, to per haps as high    

as 650 degrees Farenheit with strenghts as high as perhaps 80      

or 90 KSI and with used density particularly Lithiu m additions   

same kinds of advances with organic composites. I h ave chosen    

the areas more interesting in my opinion, but every body is   

entitled to his own selection of the areas which mi ght see the 

biggest advances over the next few years. Thank you .  

 

 

QUESTIONS:  

1. Does Mr. Froes foresee any potential for mechani cal      

alloying of Titanium powders.  

 

The answer is very definitely: yes. In a presentati on of this    

sort I of course have to cover many items very quic kly which I    

did today, but certainly mechanical alloying is one  of the     

areas where I see a lot of potential and in fact al ready at my 

laboratory we are doing some work, for example on T itanium, 

mechanically alloyed with additions such as Nickel and Copper   

which have very deep detecties, which means that th ey are very 

susceptible to production of amorphous phases. We'r e working in 

those alloys, we are also working with alloys which  I had   

mentioned earlier, which are difficult to alloy wit h Titanium 

conventionally such as Lithium and Magnesium to try  to reduce     

the density. So, yes I do see mechanical alloying b eing an area 

very fruitful for further exploration in the Titani um system,    

not only for conventional types of microstructural development 

using the mechanical alloying approach such as in t he ODS, the 

Oxygen dispersion strenght and Nickel based materia ls, but also   

as I've emphasized, in terms of producing amorphous  materials   
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which perhaps might have some application, but stru ctural 

applications will not be usable directly but after producing the 

amorphous state and then crystallizing material, th ey       

hopefully will have mechanical properties at reduce d density    

levels which are usable.  

 

2. I think one of the things that we will have to b e concerned 

about when we develope some of these hopefully new and higher 

temperature materials are that we're going to have to coat the 

surface. My approach there is: let’s develope the a lloys first,   

see if we can get improved alloys, then we address the question    

of how do we coat the materials. I’m unwilling to s top my   

research in developing improved alloys because ther e is a 

possibility that we may not have good coatings. I t hink that   

using an American expression we will cross that bri dge when we   

get to it although of course, we are doing some pre liminary      

work looking at coatings also. Good question.  
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